2018-2028 Gas NDP: consultation on TENP supply security scenario now open

- German gas TSOs publish consultation document on TENP supply security scenario
- Market participants are invited to submit their comments by 13 July
- Consultation workshop to be held in Frankfurt on 10 July

Berlin, 2 July 2018. The German gas transmission system operators (TSOs) have today published the TENP (Trans Europa Naturgas Pipeline) supply security scenario on the website of the TSO association FNB Gas (www.fnb-gas.de) and launched a two-week consultation on the document, which comes in addition to the draft 2018-2028 Gas Network Development Plan (NDP) released earlier this year.

The TSOs have modelled the new alternative supply security scenario to examine what the situation would look like if the current transportation constraints affecting the TENP I pipeline system were to continue beyond 1 October 2020, which is theoretically possible.

The TSOs have analysed several scenarios to take account of the supply security needs in the German state of Baden-Württemberg and the demand for southbound transports to Switzerland and Italy. Two of these scenarios have been fully modelled and the resulting network development projects identified.

Market participants are invited to submit their comments on the TENP scenarios to info@fnb-gas.de by 13 July. An additional consultation workshop for market participants takes place on 10 July in Frankfurt (Main).

The TENP supply security scenario is to be submitted to the Federal Network Agency on 1 August.

Today the TSOs also publish an addendum to the 2016-2026 NDP on the FNB Gas website (www.fnb-gas.de). In releasing the addendum the TSOs are delivering on their obligation to incorporate the measures necessary to carry out the Nord Stream 2 project into the 2016-2026 NDP once the related German permits and approvals have been granted, which is now the case.
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